The Anolis Lizard Genome: An Amniote Genome without Isochores
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Abstract

Isochores are large regions of relatively homogeneous nucleotide composition and are present in the genomes of all mammals and birds that have been sequenced to date. The newly sequenced genome of *Anolis carolinensis* provides the first opportunity to quantify isochore structure in a nonavian reptile. We find *Anolis* to have the most compositionally homogeneous genome of all amniotes sequenced thus far, a homogeneity exceeding that for the frog *Xenopus*. Based on a Bayesian algorithm, *Anolis* has smaller and less GC-rich isochores compared with human and chicken. Correlates generally associated with GC-rich isochores, including shorter introns and higher gene density, have all but disappeared from the *Anolis* genome. Using genic GC as a proxy for isochore structure so as to compare with other vertebrates, we found that GC content has substantially decreased in the lineage leading to *Anolis* since diverging from the common ancestor of Reptilia; 275 Ma, perhaps reflecting weakened or reversed GC-biased gene conversion, a nonadaptive substitution process that is thought to be important in the maintenance and trajectory of isochore evolution. Our results demonstrate that GC composition in *Anolis* is not associated with important features of genome structure, including gene density and intron size, in contrast to patterns seen in mammal and bird genomes.
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Introduction

Isochores are regions of the genome with a relatively homogeneous G or C (GC) content over lengths exceeding 300 kb (Cuny et al. 1981; Bernardi 2001; Lander et al. 2001; Li et al. 2003; Costantini et al. 2006). These chromosomal regions have been extensively studied owing to associations observed between GC content and many genomic properties including gene density (Mouchiroud et al. 1991), intron length (Duret et al. 1995), recombination rate (Fullerton et al. 2001), mutation rate (Hardison et al. 2003), DNA replication timing (Watanabe et al. 2002; Costantini and Bernardi 2008), and gene expression (D’Onofrio 2002). Nucleotide composition also covaries with the efficiency of natural selection (Fullerton et al. 2001; Montoya-Burgos et al. 2003; Meunier and Duret 2004), as mediated by local recombination rates. Genomic regions with low recombination rates, which are often GC-poor, by extension possess a reduced population size, decreasing the efficiency of selection relative to genetic drift, a phenomenon called Hill–Robertson interference (Hill and Robertson 1966; Cameron et al. 2008). Conversely, GC-rich isochores tend to have higher crossover rates that elevate the local genomic effective population size, thereby decreasing the effects of Hill–Robertson interference and increasing the efficiency of purifying selection relative to genetic drift (Cameron et al. 2008). Nevertheless, it is unclear whether and how nucleotide composition asserts a direct causal influence on these properties.

Isochores are prominent features of mammal and bird genomes (Lander et al. 2001; International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium (ICGSC) 2004; Costantini et al. 2009). Bernardi (2000) described four families of isochores in vertebrates as overlapping distributions of GC composition, one having a low-GC content (L; mean GC% = 39%) and three with high-GC content (H1, H2, and H3; mean...
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Data

We primarily relied on genomes available from Ensembl Release 61, which includes the second release of the _Anolis_ genome, AnoCar 2.0, as well as assembly version Hg19 for human and version 2.1 for chicken. For gene-based analyses (such as, the calculation of gene-specific GC contents), we employed a set of 3,994 one-to-one orthologous genes that were identified using the OPTIC pipeline for the _Anolis_ genome report (Alföldi et al. 2011; Heger and Ponting 2007a). This gene set allowed comparisons of genomic characteristics and evolutionary rates across eight amniotes (human, mouse, dog, opossum, platypus, chicken, zebra finch, and lizard) using zebra fish as an outgroup.

Testing Nucleotide Compositional Heterogeneity in _Anolis_

We first constructed distributions of GC composition for the _Anolis_, human, chicken, and _Xenopus_ frog genomes using GC contents of 3,000-bp nonoverlapping windows; this window size is adequate for examining both large and small scale variation in GC content (see below). Second, we compared the spread of GC content expected from absolute homogeneity around the genomic mean with the observed spread. Assuming a uniform distribution with a mean genomic GC content of _x_, the expected standard deviation is SD = \((x(1-x)/w)^{1/2}\), where _w_ is the size (in bp) of the window used to partition the genome. Third, we tested whether each chromosome in _Anolis_ exhibited a homogeneous GC content using analysis of variance (Li et al. 2003). We first partitioned the genome into nonoverlapping windows of 300 kb and each window into smaller 20 kb subwindows. Any subwindow with >20% missing data was discarded, and we only considered those 300-kb windows with all 15 subwindows. Because GC content based on these windows is not normally distributed for each macrochromosome (Shapiro–Wilk test, _P_ < 1.0 × 10^-9 for each macrochromosome and for linkage group c), we conducted the rank-based Kruskal–Wallis analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests. Several of the microchromosomes (linkage groups a, b, d, and f) could not reject normality, and we therefore conducted standard ANOVA together with Kruskal–Wallis tests.

Identification of Isochores

Fearnhead and Vasileiou (2009) developed a method for detecting isochores that coestimates isochore structure and identity under a model-based Bayesian approach. This method (hereafter termed the FV2009 method) finds the joint posterior distribution of switchpoints between isochores (C) and isochore family assignments for each isochore (Z) given a genomic sequence as represented by
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Identification of Isochores

Fearnhead and Vasileiou (2009) developed a method for detecting isochores that coestimates isochore structure and identity under a model-based Bayesian approach. This method (hereafter termed the FV2009 method) finds the joint posterior distribution of switchpoints between isochores (C) and isochore family assignments for each isochore (Z) given a genomic sequence as represented by
a vector of GC compositions ($y_i$; $P(C, Z|y_i$). Full details of the FV2009 algorithm are provided in Fearnhead and Vasileiou (2009).

We divided each chromosome of the Anolis genome assembly into nonoverlapping 3-kb windows, ignoring windows with 20% or more missing data; FV2009 judged this window length to be adequate for the examination of both fine-scale and large-range GC composition variation in the human genome. We ran FV2009 from $K = 1$ to 4 isochore families, setting mean GC contents between 0.35 and 0.53 for each family ([0.35, 0.45] for $K = 2$; (0.37, 0.44, 0.50) for $K = 3$; and (0.39, 0.44, 0.48, 0.53) for $K = 4$, which corresponds to mean GC contents of isochore families in Bernardi (Bernardi 2000). FV2009 also estimates a hidden Markov model (HMM) for transitions between isochores along a chromosome; initial transition probabilities for the HMM were set to 0.1. We ran the algorithm for 100 iterations, drawing 100 samples from the posterior to perform the Monte Carlo integration. This strategy was sufficient for the Markov chain to converge, as assessed by a plateau of likelihood scores plotted over the course of the analysis. To determine the appropriate value of $K$, we conducted hierarchical likelihood ratio tests using the likelihood value from the last iteration of the Markov chain for each pairwise comparison between $K = 2$ and $K = 4$. The FV2009 Bayesian approach does not discriminate between the size of each "isochore," and therefore, the resulting structure consists of many small homogeneous segments. To identify “classical” isochores, or those exceeding 300 kb in length, we followed Fearnhead and Vasileiou (2009) by identifying >300-kb stretches of 3-kb windows that belong to the same isochore family and testing whether these stretches are homogeneous compared with the chromosome on which it resides using a one-tailed F-test (Cohen et al. 2005), adjusting the $P$ value to correct for multiple comparisons. For this F-test, we first arcsin-transformed the GC contents of 3-kb windows for both the putative classical isochore and the entire chromosome. The F-test then examined the homogeneity of the putative isochores with respect to the whole chromosome ($h_c$: isochore variance $\geq$ chromosomal variance; $h_s$: isochore variance < chromosomal variance). For comparison, we also examined isochose structures in human and chicken genomes.

**Erosion of Isochores in Anolis**

Because we cannot directly analyze putatively orthologous isochores owing to the very limited amount of sequence outside of exons that aligns between avian, lizard, and mammalian genomes, we used protein-coding genes whose GC contents at the third positions of codons (GC3) may be calculated from accurate amino acid–based alignments. We examined models of GC sequence evolution using NHML (employing default parameters), a program suite that does not assume equilibrium nucleotide composition, an important feature for measuring compositional changes along branches in a phylogeny (Galtier and Gouy 1998). We used a set of 3,994 simple (1-to-1) orthologous genes across all of eight amniote species, with the rooted species tree (((human, mouse), dog, opossum), platypus), (chicken, zebra finch), lizard), and zebra fish as an outgroup. These genes are those identified using the OPTIC pipeline to identify orthologous relationships of the genes across all nine genomes and to calculate lineage-specific substitutions rates (the ratio of numbers of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site and synonymous substitutions per synonymous site, $dN$/$dS$) via the codeml program in the PAML package (Heger and Ponting 2007a; Yang 2007). For this, we employed the OPTIC pipeline, which uses the Goldman and Yang (1994) approach and F3x4 equilibrium codon frequencies (Yang 2007; further details on the OPTIC pipeline and evolutionary rate analyses can be found in Heger and Ponting 2007a, 2007b). We used the ancestral GC3 values estimated from NHML to calculate $D_{ij}$, the GC3 divergences between two nodes $i$ and $j$ for $n$ genes, using the formula:

$$D_{ij} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (GC3_k^i - GC3_k^j)^2}$$

(Romiguier et al. 2010)

To visualize GC3 across the amniote phylogeny, we used branch lengths proportional to $D_{ij}$ and the rooted topology specified above to generate a phylogram (Romiguier et al. 2010). To determine the direction of GC3 evolution in each lineage (increasing or decreasing), we calculated the change in GC3 along terminal branches as well as between current GC3 and GC3*, or the GC3 toward which a lineage is evolving (the equilibrium GC3). We did not correct for hypermutability in calculating GC3* as studies have found insignificant influence of CpG doublets on GC3 evolution, particularly over deep timescales (Belle et al. 2004; Romiguier et al. 2010).

The utility of GC3 as a proxy for isochore structure has recently attracted controversy (Elhaik et al. 2009; Romiguier et al. 2010; Clay and Bernardi 2011). To justify our use of GC3, we examined the relationship of GC3 and the surrounding genomic GC environment. We used the 3,994 gene set of 1:1 orthologs and first removed any genes that were near to being mutationally saturated (lineage-specific $dS > 1$) and/or had experienced positive selection (lineage-specific $dN$/$dS > 1$). We further filtered the data to include only genes with long open-reading frames (>1,000 bp) to prevent bias in genomic GC calculations that can arise from small sample sizes of nucleotides in short sequences. To investigate whether genic GC values reflect those of the local genomic environment, we examined the relationship between GC3 and the GC content of 100 kb of flanking
sequence (50 kb upstream + 50 kb downstream of the gene; hereafter “flanking GC”; sample sizes were 3,153 genes for human, 2,758 genes for chicken, and 2,009 genes for Anolis). We also examined correlations of flanking GC among Anolis, human, and chicken orthologous genes, the strength of which should reflect the degree of shared isochore structure.

Correlations with GC Content—Noncoding Genomic Sequence, Chromosome Length, Selection, and Crossover Rate

We tested whether two key features that correlate with isochore structure in mammals and birds, intron length and gene density, also existed in the Anolis genome despite its greater compositional homogeneity. For the following, we considered “intron length” as the total sum of intron sequence per gene, and we measured gene density with “intergenic length” or the span of sequence between the annotated start and stop position of adjacent genes (which may or may not be start and stop codons), using data from Ensembl Release 61. We arbitrarily chose one transcript to represent a gene with multiple annotated transcripts. Intron and intergenic data were analyzed separately. We binned the introns and intergenic regions into ten equally sized bins based on their length and tested for differences of GC content among the bins using the Kruskal–Wallis test and post hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum tests.

We next tested whether crossover rates are more homogeneous in Anolis than in human and chicken, using the suppression of lineage-specific dN/dS as an indicator of increased crossover rate. This is appropriate because the efficiency of purifying selection, and hence, the efficiency of suppression of nonsynonymous mutations is greater in regions with higher recombination and hence crossover rates. After filtering for small genes (<1 kb), genes undergoing lineage-specific positive selection (dN/dS > 1) and saturated genes (dS > 1), we divided the simple orthologous genes described above into two equally populated sets: a set with high flanking GC values (exceeding the median value) and a set with low flanking GC values (less than the median value). We then used lineage-specific dN/dS for each of the two sets for human, chicken, and Anolis and tested whether their distributions were equivalent using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sided test. We expect to see similar dN/dS distributions values between the two gene sets if crossover rates are homogeneous in Anolis. This result would arise because we expect the contribution of the higher efficacy of purifying selection in regions of high recombination in human and/or chicken to the suppression of dN/dS values would be greatly reduced in the more homogeneous recombination landscape in Anolis.

Results

Anolis Genome Composition Is Surprisingly Homogeneous

Using nonoverlapping windows of 3 kb, we found that the Anolis genome shows an unusually homogeneous base composition centered around a genome average of 39.9% (fig. 1). Despite similar genome-wide averages between amniotes, the SD of GC composition in Anolis (mean = 0.399, SD = 0.035) is about half the value in human (mean = 0.409, SD = 0.064) and about 62% of the value in chicken (mean = 0.411, SD = 0.056) (table 1). This pattern indicates that Anolis has a compositionally more homogeneous genome than do human, chicken, and frog, which was already known to possess a greatly reduced GC-rich isochore structure compared with mammals and birds (Costantini et al. 2009).

For GC content measured using nonoverlapping windows in a compositionally homogeneous genome, the spread (SD) should decrease by half as window size quadruples (see Materials and Methods). The magnitude of the spread exceeds expected values in all of the genomes that we examined (fig. 2), an indication that they all exhibit, to different degrees, GC content heterogeneity. In addition, all genomes do not exhibit the expected 2-fold decrease in the GC spread as window size quadruples; for human and chicken, the GC spread reduces by only 6–11% (fig. 2).
Anolis has, by far, the most homogeneous genome in our comparisons, in terms of both the magnitude of GC spread and the degree to which it decreases as window size increases (25–34% decrease in SD; fig. 2). Kruskal–Wallis tests indicate that most Anolis chromosome compositions are significantly heterogeneous (as seen in fig. 2, even though Anolis has the most homogeneous genome), though these tests could not reject homogeneity for two Anolis microchromosomes, a and d (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online).

The Anolis Genome Contains Mostly One Classical Isochore Type

We used a model-based Bayesian approach employing a Markov chain Monte Carlo method to simultaneously estimate isochore structure and identity (Fearnhead and Vasi-leiu 2009). On the basis of hierarchical likelihood ratio tests (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), we found that three isochore families best explained the data for each macrochromosome in Anolis, one of which is 39–40% GC, whereas the two others have 49–52% GC. We identified 820 putative classical isochores of which 499 show a more homogeneous GC content than their respective parent chromosome based on one-tailed F-tests (P value adjusted for multiple tests; Cohen et al. 2005). All the homogeneous classical isochores belonged to the low-GC isochore family. The average length of a homogeneous classical isochore is 512 kb, and together, these isochores cover only 15% of the genome. Figure 3 shows the locations of these isochores on the six macrochromosomes.

For comparison, we also examined isochore structures in human and chicken. We used FV2009 for K = 3 and 4, finding K = 3 best explained the chicken data (23 of 30 chromosomes could not reject K = 3 isochore families; supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), whereas K = 4 best explained the human data (6 of 24 chromosomes could not reject K = 3 chromosomes; supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). Classical isochores constitute 54% of the chicken genome with an average size of 1.33 Mb, whereas they constitute 71% of the human genome and have an average size of 1.81 Mb (supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online). The distributions of homogeneous classical isochore sizes are much narrower in Anolis than in chicken and human (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). The genomic isochore densities are 462 isochores/Gb in Anolis, 628 isochores/Gb in chicken, and 441 isochores/Gb in human.

Finally, we compared isochore structures among one of the largest syntenic regions between chicken chromosome 5 (7.8 Mb), human chromosome 14 (20.3 Mb), and Anolis chromosome 1 (13 Mb). Despite differences in scale, the GC profiles of human and of chicken are highly similar but are very different from the homogeneous GC landscape of orthologous Anolis sequence (supplementary fig. 2, Supplementary Material online; Alföldi et al. 2011).

Erosion of Isochore in Anolis

Figure 4 shows a phylogenetic tree whose branch lengths are proportional to GC3 divergence, Di,j, between two nodes i and j (see Materials and Methods). The amniote ancestor is estimated to have had a high GC3 composition (62.7%), indicative of strong isochore structure. Long branch lengths leading to both the mammal and reptile...
clade are a strong indication of diverging isochore structure since the amniote ancestor. Consistent with previous results (Romiguier et al. 2010), we found evidence for dynamic isochore evolution at more recent timescales. Opossum and Anolis lineages are estimated to have each experienced the largest decreases in GC3 \((/C0_{7.6\%})\) over 176 My and \(/C0_{7.8\%})\) over 275 My, respectively; Madsen 2009; Shedlock and Edwards 2009), with further decreases expected based on equilibrium GC content (GC3*). On the other hand, several mammals (mouse, dog, and platypus) and zebra finch exhibited lineage-specific increases of their GC3 values, with further increases estimated in all but dog, whose GC3 composition has changed little since the placental ancestor.

Correlations between GC Content and Noncoding Genomic Sequence and \(dN/ds\)

In the human and chicken genomes, flanking GC is strongly correlated with a gene’s GC3 value (fig. 5A). This relationship has been shown repeatedly on scales over tens of kilobases, which is the scale at which classical isochores are observed (Romiguier et al. 2010). A significant correlation remains between flanking GC and GC3 in Anolis, but this is considerably weaker than observed in human or chicken \((r^2 = 0.21 \text{ vs. } 0.40 \text{ and } 0.44 \text{ in human and chicken, respectively; } P < 2.2 \times 10^{-10})\). This implies that even in a genome with significant erosion of GC-rich isochores, genic GC3 still reflects, at least in part, the local nucleotide composition.

**Fig. 3.**—GC composition along Anolis macrochromosomes. Graphs are based on GC contents of 3-kb windows, ignoring windows with >20% missing data. The bars above the plots represent classical isochores (>300 kb in length).

**Fig. 4.**—Amniote phylogeny with branch lengths proportional to \(D_{ij}\). \(D_{ij}\) is the divergence of GC3 between two nodes of a branch. Black branches represent decreases of GC3, whereas gray branches represent increases of GC3. The current GC3 and the equilibrium GC3* are also shown and demonstrate the expected continued trajectory of GC content evolution.
environment. Flanking GC contents of orthologous genes are similar between human and chicken, implying similar GC architectures between mammals and birds (fig. 5B). Although still significant, this relationship diminishes substantially in comparisons of flanking GC values between lizard and human or chicken (fig. 5B), which again reflects an unexpected departure from the amniote pattern of the compositional landscape in Anolis.

To investigate whether crossovers in Anolis occur more uniformly across the genome than in human and chicken, we divided the set of simple orthologous genes into two groups: a low-GC flanking set and a high-GC flanking set based on the median flanking GC value for each species. We then examined lineage-specific \( dN/dS \) for both groups: if recombination rate is heterogeneous, then the distributions of \( dN/dS \) for low-GC and high-GC genes will be different, whereas homogeneous recombination should result in similar \( dN/dS \) distributions between the groups.

We reasoned that because recombination increases the efficacy of selection, purifying selection (as indicated by lower \( dN/dS \) values) will tend to be more effective in regions with high crossover rates (Comeron et al. 2008). As our analysis assumes that most genes have not experienced positive selection and that the Hill–Robertson effect modulates the rate at which deleterious alleles are purged (Hill and Robertson 1966), we filtered the genes for those exhibiting positive selection (\( dN/dS \).1; see Materials and Methods). As expected, lineage-specific \( dN/dS \) values were significantly lower in the high flanking GC gene set in all three species (Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sided tests; table 2). This is consistent with Hill–Robertson interference: genes in low-GC regions tend to experience reduced recombination rates relative to high-GC environments and therefore exhibit reduced selection efficiency and hence increased \( dN/dS \). The median \( dN/dS \) values for genes flanked by higher GC values in human or chicken were

**Fig. 5.**—Correlations with flanking GC content. (A) Flanking GC content exhibits greater correlation with GC3 (genic GC at third codon positions) in human and chicken (higher \( r^2 \)) than in Anolis. (B) Flanking GC content correlate between human and chicken, implying conserved isochore structure in mammals and birds, but less so between Anolis and human or chicken. Sample sizes (N) include genes with long open-reading frame (length \( > 1,000 \) bp) that were not saturated (\( dS < 1 \)) or undergoing positive selection (\( dN/dS < 1 \)).
19.8% and 18.0% lower, respectively, compared with median \( dN/dS \) values for genes flanked by lower GC values. Though still significant, this disparity for *Anolis* was much reduced (10.7%), which would be consistent with recombination being more homogeneous in *Anolis* than in human and chicken.

As GC content shows inverse correlations with both intron and intergenic length in mammals and birds, we sought to investigate these relationships in *Anolis*. Figure 6 shows clear trends between GC contents of binned intergenic (fig. 6A) and intron (fig. 6B) lengths in human and chicken. Kruskal–Wallis tests rejected the null hypothesis of equal population medians among these bins for either intron or intergenic sequence in all three genomes (supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online). For intergenic sizes, all bins for human and all but two bins (G4 and G5) in chicken were significantly different from one another based on Mann–Whitney U tests and after applying a Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (\( P < 0.001 \); supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). In contrast, 19 of 45 bin comparisons could not reject the null expectation of equal values in *Anolis* (\( P > 0.001 \); supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). For intron sizes, all human bins were again significantly different from each other, and all but one pair (bins G9 and G10) were significantly different in chicken (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). The only significant comparisons for *Anolis* introns were those involved the first bin, A1 (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). These results, along with figure 6, illustrate reduced associations between GC content and lengths of noncoding sequence in *Anolis* when compared with human or chicken.

### Discussion

**Anolis Has a Very Homogeneous Genomic Nucleotide Composition Compared with Mammals and Birds**

Previous studies using GC3 and CsCl fractionation provided evidence that the GC compositions of nonavian reptiles are diverse, spanning values between mammals and amphibians, and thus implying the presence of at least some GC-rich isochores (Hughes et al. 1999, 2002; Chojnowski et al. 2007; Fortes et al. 2007; Chojnowski and Braun 2008). Our findings demonstrate the *A. carolinensis* genome to be compositionally homogeneous, a finding that corroborates the patterns and processes of GC homogenization first observed by Costantini et al. (2009) using an earlier prerelease build of the *Anolis* genome. Although most *Anolis* chromosomes depart from compositional homogeneity, they do so to a much lesser extent than chromosomes in human, chicken, and even scaffolds of *Xenopus*, an amphibian that is generally thought to lack the strong GC-rich isochore structure seen in mammals and birds. Homogeneity of the *Anolis* genome is also evident in its isochore characteristics. After identifying base compositionally homogeneous tracts belonging to the same isochore family using a Bayesian approach, we discovered that the *Anolis* genome contains fewer isochores than either human or chicken.
relative to genome size. In addition, isochores are at least 50% smaller in Anolis than in chicken or human genomes (mean sizes: 0.512 Mb in Anolis, 1.33 Mb in chicken, and 1.81 Mb in human). The reduced isochrome size in Anolis reflects the difficulty of identifying isochromes within relatively compositionally homogeneous sequence.

**Erosion of GC-Rich Isochores in the Anolis Lineage**

Using the nonhomogeneous model of DNA evolution of Galtier and Gouy (1998), we found that the Anolis genome has experienced a reduction in GC3 and that contemporary GC content is not yet at equilibrium and continues to erode (fig. 4). Similar, but smaller, erosions have previously been observed for several lineages of mammals, including primates (Duret et al. 2002; Meunier and Duret 2004), and our results are consistent with those of Romiguier et al. (2010), who observed dynamic isochrome evolution throughout placental mammals. Divergent trajectories are even seen between two birds, with chicken appearing to be evolving toward lower GC3* values, whereas the zebra finch is evolving toward higher GC3* values (fig. 4). The zebra finch likely possesses a larger effective population size than chicken (N̄e of ~1.3–7 million; Balakrishnan and Edwards 2009), perhaps enabling more efficient gBGC and hence increasing GC3* values. We also predict that early amniote, mammal, and sauropod ancestors possessed much higher GC3* (and presumably overall GC) values than most extant amniote species. Because of the presumed lack of strong isochromes in amphibians and many fish, it is often assumed that isochromes in amniotes originated in an early amniote ancestor rather than in a more remote vertebrate ancestor (Duret et al. 2006). Furthermore, given the similar structures between human and chicken (supplementary fig. 2, Supplementary Material online), the ancestral amniote is likely to have possessed isochrome structures similar to those currently seen for mammals and birds. If this is the case, then there will have been a substantial erosion of GC-rich isochromes in Anolis at some period since the sauropod ancestor, involving a greater decline in these isochromes than seen for any other amniote whose genome has been sequenced to date. Although ancestral state reconstructions of GC are subject to error and would be improved with greater taxon sampling, our results clearly demonstrate divergence of isochrome structure in Anolis.

Intron and intergenic lengths negatively correlate with GC content in mammals and birds (Lander et al. 2001; ICGSC 2004), though this pattern is weak for Anolis (fig. 6). One hypothesis to explain the negative correlation between GC content and intron length proposes that longer introns increase the probability of recombination between nonneutral mutations in genomic regions where the recombination rate is low (and therefore GC content is low), ultimately decreasing Hill–Robertson interference (Comeron and Kreitman 2000). If recombination influences noncoding DNA length, perhaps by reducing Hill–Robertson interference, then a uniform recombination rate (using GC content as a proxy) can be expected to produce more uniform noncoding DNA lengths. Although we failed to find statistical evidence of a relatively homogeneous recombination rate in Anolis using distributions of dN/dS between low-GC and high-GC genes, we predict that recombination rate in Anolis has been more homogeneous than in human and chicken (table 2). Regardless of the mechanisms that maintain the negative correlation between GC content and noncoding DNA length in mammals and birds, they are likely absent from Anolis, implying that the erosion of GC heterogeneity has important consequences on genomic processes and structural features.

**The Reduction of GC-Rich Isochores in Anolis May Involve Complex Interactions of Multiple Processes**

The tempo and mode of the isochrome landscape are dynamic yet influenced by several evolutionary, genetic, and population processes, including mutation rate, recombination, and population size (Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001; Duret et al. 2006). One hypothesis for isochrome evolution, the thermal stability hypothesis, posits that endothermic vertebrates have GC-rich isochromes because high-GC content thermally stabilizes expressed regions of the genome found in open chromatin as opposed to the AT-rich regions found in closed chromatin (Bernardi and Bernardi 1986; Bernardi 2007). Criticisms of the thermostability hypothesis rest on its treatment of point mutations as independent events; it is unlikely that a single point mutation, in a tract on the order of hundreds of kilobases, can confer significant selective advantage between two individuals (Duret and Galtier 2009). In addition, it is important to note that there appears to be no correlation between genic GC content and body temperature among vertebrates (Belle et al. 2002; Ream et al. 2003). Still, it is intriguing that the first ectothermic amniote genome to be sequenced exhibits a diminution of isochromes, as the thermal stability hypothesis might predict.

There is increasing evidence for nonadaptive forces, notably gBGC, driving isochrome evolution (Duret and Galtier 2009). gBGC occurs during recombination when repair mechanisms preferentially convert AT alleles to GC alleles at heteroduplex sites formed during crossing over (Birdsell 2002; Mancera et al. 2008; Duret and Galtier 2009). Theoretical, empirical, and experimental evidence have accumulated to support a GC-retention bias during gene conversion (Brown and Jiricny 1987; Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001; Duret et al. 2006; Duret and Galtier 2009). The bias in this repair mechanism mimics selection, and as such, the influence of gBGC on genome evolution is more efficient when effective population sizes are large. For example,
our finding of divergent isochore evolution in birds probably reflects such a process.

The machinery for biased gene conversion likely exists in lizards, as indicated by gene-level biased gene conversion of ribosomal tandem arrays in the gecko Heteronotia binoei (Hillis et al. 1991). One explanation for the compositional homogeneity of the Anolis genome is that the GC bias in gBG C has been reduced in its lineage or even reversed. Eyre-Walker (1999) argued that the strength of gBGC will have little effect on base composition if $N_e w << 1$, where $w$ is the strength of the bias. Alternatively, $N_e$ of Anolis may be small. Moderate levels of genetic diversity exist within A. carolinensis (mitochondrial protein-coding pairwise divergence = 0.048) (Glor et al. 2005), implying that $N_e$ is not small, and that either the strength of $w$ is the critical influence of GC composition evolution in Anolis or the erosion of GC composition occurred at deeper timescales and the maintenance of homogeneity has continued. Further genomic sampling of nonavian reptiles and other amniotes should help clarify the causes of GC homogeneity in Anolis.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables 1–5 and figures 1 and 2 are available at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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